ZEE LEARN PARTNERS WITH SPIC MACAY

This policy is part of the Standard Policy documents of Zee Learn Ltd for Mount Litera Zee School. Contents are proprietary and
confidential and cannot be shared under any circumstances without the written permission of Zee Learn Ltd

Mount Litera Zee School Partners with Society for the Promotion of Indian
Classical Music and Culture amongst Youth (SPIC MACAY) to Promote Indian
Cultural Heritage amongst its Students
Program will be Introduced Nationally Across all Schools of Mount Litera Zee School
It gives me immense pleasure to inform you that Mount Litera Zee School (MLZS) has partnered with
SPIC MACAY (Society for the Promotion of Indian Classical Music and Culture amongst Youth), an
esteemed non-profit voluntary movement, to promote Indian Cultural Heritage across its network of
schools.
With this partnership, all our schools will embark on a program that will accommodate the diversity of our
cultural heritage and going forward all new MLZS opening across the country will also be running the
program.
The program intends to sensitize MLZS students about India’s age-old and valuable heritage, which is
slowly being forgotten.
Through this association, we aim to empower you to provide the best and all-round development to a
child in your respective centers in the field of Indian Classical Music and Culture. Today, MLZS is
recognized across the country for imparting the very best in education. This has been achieved through
an unwavering support and co-operation of our business partners like you. With our partnership with
SPIC MACAY, we hope that this will be an added highlight to your schools and will drive interest and
more enrollments.
MLZS and SPIC MACAY have collaborated to shape an interactive and activity based program. As part of
this program, events would be conducted by SPIC MACAY at MLZS schools, based on its various
modules comprising of Indian classical music & dance, folk, talks by eminent people from different fields,
screening of cinema classics, craft workshops, yoga & meditation, heritage walks. Heritage Clubs will be
formed at each school. Weekly presentation sessions are devised to ensure students share their
understanding of Indian heritage. Students will also get to participate in SPIC MACAY’s
National/State/Zonal Conventions, which would inspire them to take this movement forward in their
zones.
The contact details of SPIC MCAY representatives are attached and they shall be reaching out to you for
implementation of the program at your school. This program will be at a cost, which will be a transaction
between the school and SPIC MACAY.
It shall be our continued endeavor to add more and more such flagship programs across your schools.
Together we shall build a school brand that we can all be proud of and your support and passion in
driving it is what will make it a grand success.
All the best for your academic session and I hope we can continue to drive excellence across the network
with your support.
For more details on SPIC MACAY, please go through the website http://spicmacay.com/
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SPIC MACAY Representatives
State
Bihar
Gujarat
Haryana
Himachal
Pradesh
Jammu Kashmir
Jharkhand
Karnatka
Madhya Pradesh
Maharashtra
Odisha (W)
Odisha (E)
Punjab
Rajasthan (N)
Rajasthan (S)
Tamil Nadu
Telangana
Uttar Pradesh
Uttarakhand
West Bengal
Chandigarh
Delhi (NCR)

Name
Vivek Sinha
Sushma Jacob
Sushma Arya
Gargi Khanna

Chapter
Bihar
Ahmedabad
Yamunanagar
Hamirpur

Email
vivek.cnha@yahoo.com
sushma.jacob@gmail.com
arysush@yahoo.com
gargikhanna20@gmail.com

Phone No
9304301514
9825243602
9466117105
9805870101

Sapna Sangra
Rajiv Ranjan
CK Subbaraya
Tripta Thakur
Geet Prakash
Dr. Kamdev Sahoo

Jammu

sapna.sangra@gmail.com
rajiv.spicmacay@gmail.com
subrayack@gmail.com
tripta_thakur@yahoo.co.in

9419105025
9470155535
9448480343
9425660696

kamdebasahu8@gmail.com

9437136887

odissimanjushree@gmail.com

9437423536

atul.talwar101@gmail.com
sharmavandana_5@yahoo.com
manik@apnimaati.com
k.vaidyanathan@spicmacay.com
lathamani@rediffmail.com
madhu_shukla08@rediffmail.com
vidya.vasan@yahoo.com
amal.mukherjee@spicmacay.com
slavasa@gmail.com
usharavichandran@spicmacay.com

9417126930
9414078838
9460711896
9811916167
9347553161

Manjushree
Panda
Atul Talwar
Vandana Sharma
Manik
K. Vaidhyanathan
Latha Mani
Madhu Shukla
Vidya Vasan
Amal Mukherjee
Shakuntala Lavasa
Usha
Ravichandran

Chikmangalur
Bhopal
Pune
Sambalpur
Chapter
Bhubaneswar
Ludhiana
Jaipur
Chittorgarh
Hyderabad
Varanasi
Dehradun
Kolkata
Chandigarh
Delhi
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9410394306

9717397553

